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ABSTRAC"I

- Stillwellite,X[BO(SiOf],whereXrepresentsCeandLa(dominant),withlesserPr,NdandTh,isuigonal,a6.S4I(2),c6,702(2)
A, V 271.7(2) Ar, Z= 3. space $oup P3l; its structure has been refined by least-squares methods to an R index of 2.77o using l@3
observed [F' > 5o(4] reflections. Stillwellite contains helical chains of (BOa) tetrahedra polymerized by sharing comers. These
chains are decorated by (SiO/ tetrahedra that share two comers with adjacent (BO4) tetrahedra. lange, irregular g-coordinate nEE
sites link the polyhedral chains. Stillwellite most likely has P3 121 symmetry at high temperatures and undergoes a ferroelectric
phase-transition to P31 upon cooling.

Keywords: sallwellite, crystal structure, phase transition, chemical composition, rare-earth elements, Vetrall4 Vico Volcano, Italy.

SoMMeRs

La stillwellite, XIBO(qi^Otl, oi X reprdsente surtout Ce et [a, avec h, Nd et Th accessoires, est trigonale, a 6.841Q), c
6;702(2) A, V 271.7(2) Ar. Z = 3, groupe spatial P31. Sa structure a 6t6 affin6e en utilisant 1003 r6flexions observ6es [F >
5o(F)1, par moindres carr6s, jusqu'd un rdsidu de 2.7Va. La stillwellite contient des chaines h6licoi'dales de t&raedres BO4 ar-
ticul6s par partage de sommets. Ces chalnes sont d6cordes de t6traedres SiOa qui partagent deux sommets avec les tdtrabdres
BOa voisins. Des sites plus spacieux et irrdguliers, tr coordinence 9, contiennent les atomes de terres rares et servent ijoindre
les chaines de polybdres. La stillwellite aurait une symdtrie P3121 i tempdrature 6levde, et adopterait ls symdtrie P3l au cours de
son refroidissement, suite b une transition ferro6lectrique.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: stillwellite, structure cristalline, polymorphisme, composition chimique, terre rares, Vetralla volcan Vico, Italie.

INTRoDUcnoN

Stillwellite, X[BO(SiO4)] with X representing the
rare-eafih elements (REE), dominantly cerium and lan-
thanum, was originally described from Queensland,
Australia (McAndrew & Scott 1955). The crystal struc-
ture of stillwellite was solved by Voronkov & Pyatenko
( 1 967) using Patterson projections and refined with data
collected with photographic techniques. A recent find of
stillwellite provided the opportunity and impetus to
more accurately characterize the sfucfure and chemistry
of this mineral.

The stillwellite occurs in a porous holocrystalline
ejectum collected on the western border of the volcano
Vico, near Vetralla, north of Rome. Such ejecta are
colnmon in some pyroclastic units of the Vico volcanic
complex. The host rock is a block of syenitic appearance

(maximum dimension about 2 m), dominantly com-
posed of sanidine with minor clinopyroxene, magnetite,
sodalite and titanite. In interstices and vugs between the
large sanidine crystals, euhedral crystals of ekanite,
thorite, zircon, hellandite and stillwellite occur. Individ-
ual crystals of stillwellite are pale pink and transparent
with a maximum dimension of 0.5 mm.

ExPERTMENTAL ME"rHoDs

X-ray analysis

The stillwellite crystal selected for study was ground
to a sphere and mounted on a Nicolet R3m automated
four-circle diffractometer. Twenty-five reflections were
centered using graphite-monochromated MoKa X ra-
diation. The cell dimensions Clable I ) were derived from
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TAB'.E 2. OF SULLI{ELLITE

a (A)
c (a)
v (43)

6.84L(2) Crystal  Slze (@)
6.702(2) ?otal  R6l.
2 7 L , 7 < 2 ' )  l F o l  >  5 o ( r )

F(000) 351

Epace Gldp P3r

Unl.i CsLl Contonts

R -  > ( lFo l - l r c l ) / : l r o l

, r  -  I rv ( lFo l - lFc l )2 /ao2 l$ ,  F1

the setting angles of twenty-five automatically aligned
reflections by least-squares methods. A total of 1067
reflections were measrued (3' < 20 < 60o), with index
ranges 0 < h < 10, 0 3 k < 12, -9 < I <9. Two standard
reflections were measured every fifty reflections; no
significant changes in their intensities occurred during
data collection. Application of an empirical absorption-
conection based on 396 pslscan reflections reduced R
(azimuthal) from 5.0lVo to 1.957o. The data were then
corrected for Lorentz, polarization and background
effects, and reduced to structure factors: of the 1067
reflections measured, 1003 were classed as observed [F
> 5o(Fll.

Chemical composition

The crystal of stillwellite used for collection of X-ray
data was mounted in epoxy, ground, polished and carbon
coated. Electron-microprobe analyses were done using
a Cameca SX50 electron microprobe in the wavelength-
dispersion mode, with operating conditions of l5 kV,20
nA and a beam size of 5 pm. The following standards
were used for the analyses: microlite (Na Ca" Ta),
FeM2O6 (Fe), olivine (Mg), riranite (Ti), MnNb2O6
(M), kyanite (Al), diopside (Si), strontianite (Sr), UO2
(U), ThO2 Qh), REEglass (h, Nd, Sm), monazite (-a,
Ce), and synthetic garnet Q). Count times were 60 s for
Pr, La, Nd, Ce, Sm and Y, and 1 0 s for the other elements.
Analyses for Nd, L4 Ce, Sm and Y were done using the
Icr lines. There is no line interference with the La- Ce
and Y lcl lines, but the Smlc line overlaps with the
CeZp, and PrlB, lines. A correction was calculated for
Sm but was insignificant owing to the low concentra-
tions of Ce and Pr. The CelB line falls near the Ndla
line, but examination of the spectra showed that they do
not overlap. As the LaZp line interferes with the hla
line, analyses for Pr were done using the lB line, which
shows no interference. Analyses were done at fourpoints
in the crystal and show it to be essentially homogeneous
(Table 2). The analyses indicate that the REE site
contains Ce and La, with lesser amounts of Nd, Th and
Pr.

99-26 99 .4 t  99 .82  100.57

*1 :  (Ceo.5olao.3tNdo.o8Tho.95Pre.q30as.92Su9.9t)  q.020(S1.97O{)
2: (C€o.31lao.31Nq.osTho.oaPro.o30ao.o1SDo.01)Bt.0t0(Sl.9e0a)
3 :  (Cso.4slao.35Ndo.o7Tho.ojPlo.oscao.01) 81.010 (Sl.sso4)

4t (Ceo.rJao.3lNdo.osl t lo.orPlo.o3ca0.o1sno.olYo.or)&.010(St.sso4)

' 8203 caLculatgd froB stolchioDetry " eLectron-ol.croprobo
data r fo@La !€caLcuLated on the ba6l.s of 5 oxtg€n atoru;
NazO, F€0, l.lgo, T102, Nb2O5, AI2O3, Ta205, SlO not fletectsd.

STRUCTURE RSFNEMENT

All calculations were done using the Siemens
SHELXTL PC software. The space group P31 given by
Voronkov & Pyatenko (1967) was verified by examina-
tion of systematic extinctions and the successful refine-
ment ofthe structure. Scattering factors for neutral atoms
together with anomalous dispersion coefficients were
taken from Cromer & Mann (1968) and Cromer &
Liberman (1970). Least-squares refinement with start-
ingparameters taken from Voronkov &Pyatenko (1967)
and an isotropic displacement model converged to an R
index of 3.6Vo. Convercion to an anisotropic displace-
ment model, together with the refinement of all parame-
ters, converged to an R index of 3.3Vo and a wR index of
3.9Vo. A model with weighted structure-factors and an
isotropic extinction-correction was tried but did not lead
to an improvement in the results of the refinement. The
results given here are a significant improvement over
those reported by Voronkov & Pyatenko (1967), Rhk' =
9.2Vo and Rsyl= 12.87o.

Examination of the displacement parameters for each
atom showed the values obtained at the 03 site to be
several times larger than those obtained at the other
oxygen positions. A difference-Fourier map, calculated
with an empfy 03 position, shows that the site is split
into two maxima separated by about I A @ig. 1). The
03 site was modeled as two independent sites, with the
two sites refining to a separation of0.94(2) A andhaving
occupancies of 0.55(2) and 0.45(2), respectively. The
split-site model gave an R index of 2.7Vo, a wR index of
3.3Vo and a goodness-of-ftt of 1.7 for 1003 independent
observed reflections. and resulted in reasonable dis-
placement-parameters for all sites. Considerable disor-
der at the boron site also is suggested by large displace-
ment-parameters, but split-site models did not
significantly improve the refinement.

F1@1 R(ob6. )
F1@1 rl(obs. )

O.26to.26x0,26
LO67
1003

2 . 7 N
3 . 3 c

3(x [Bo(sr04) ] ] ,  x  -  ca , la

8102
uoz
hoz
Pr2O3
La2o3
N4oa
C€203
sqo3
Yzog
Ca0
D2v3

TotaI

2 2 . 0 6
0 . 2 2
5 . 4 L
L . e 2
L9.L2

3 0 . 8 2
0 . 3 4
0 . 2 8
0 . 3 4
t3.46

2 2 . 6 2
0 . 0 7
3 . 8 2

L9,42
5 . 4 8
3L.69
0 . 3 8
0 . 2 0
o . 2 8
L3.46

22.55  22 .54
0 . 0 8  0 . 2 5
4 . 7 8  5 . 0 2
1 . 6 s  L . 9 9
2t .54  19 .45
4 . 2 4  5 . O 7
30.86  37 .92
o . 2 2  0 . 3 4
0 . 1 3  0 , 2 6
0 . 2 9  0 . 2 8
Lt.46 13.46
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TABII 5. SEI,ECTED IOND.DISTANCES (A) FoR STII,LWEI.LITf,

x-01
x-02
X-o3Ae
x-o38
x-04
x-05
x-0lb
X-02c
x-04d

'<(-o>

2,397 (6 )
2 .397 (8 )
2.552<7)
2 , 5 7  ( 2 '
2 . 6 1 ( 1 )
2 .603(8)
2 .5s l (6 )
2 .549 (6 )
2 ,717 (7 )
2 . 7 3 8 ( 6 1
2,569

s ! -o lb  1 .59(1)
s i -o2 f  1 .59(1)
s i -049 1 .65(1)
St -056 1 .656(9)
<st-o> 1.622

B-o3At  1 .56(2)
B-03Aa 7,4L(2)
B-o3B L.36(2)
B-038J  r .61(2)
B-o4h 1.48(1)
B-O5h 1.49(2\'<B-O> 1.485

' tho slt€s O3A and O3B wer€ tlven tho relthte 0.55 and
0.45, respectl.v€1.y, *hsn calculattng nae bood_dlstsc€4.

a -  -xry-1, -2,  z+2/3
b - -x+y, -2,  2+2/3-L
. -  l -y,  \ -y+I,  z+L/3
d - -y,  z-y.  z+L/3
o - -x+y, -x+L, z+2/3-L

f -  -y i1,  x-y,  z+L/3-\

t  -  - t ,  t -y,  z+l /3- l
h - x - y ,  y ,  z
! - x , y , z + L
J - -s+y-L, -2,  2+2/3-7

Frc. I . Difference-Fourier map around the 03 site in stillwellite.

Final positional parameters are given in Table 3,
anisotropic displacement-parameters in Table 4, se-
lected interatomic bond-distances and angles in Tables
5 and 6, and a bond-valence analysis in Table 7.
Observed and calculated structure-factors are available
from the Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI Na-
tional Research Council of Canada Ottawa Ontario
KIA OS2.

TAB'.S 3. A?O}IIC ?ARAI.ISIERS I'OR STII.LWBIIITE

1A3IJ 6. SEI.ECTED BOND.ANCLES (') AND LENG1!iS OF
POLYHEDRAL EDCES (A) FOR SIILL'ITELLITE

'Ud". - Odv,x1Oa

+ the at.splac€Bent faciors of 03A ed 038 s6!€ co8lraitud !o bs
oqulvaLent.

run 4. MSmTIC BEW Pm m snmm

78.6(4)  01-o3Aa 3 .14(1)
78 .8(4)  o1-o3B 3 .15(2)
75 .8(3)  01-04  3 .08(1)
74 .6(3)  o l -o lb  3 .00(1)
67 .7(2)  o1-o4d 2 .36(1)
78 .3(3)  02-03A4 3 ,L3(2)
78 .2(4)  o2-03b 3 .13(1)
76 .3(3)  02-05  3 .09(2)
75 .3(3)  o2-o2c  3 .02(1)
67 .3(2)  02-05€ 2 .86(1)
92.3(2) o3B-04d 2.32(2)
85 .6(3)  o4-Os 2 .X2(L ' , )
52.6(3) o4-o1b 2.743(9)
92 .3(4)  M-ozc  2 .50(1)
52 .0(4)  os-01b 2 .507(9)
8 6 . 2 ( 3 )  0 5 - 0 2 c  2 . 8 6 ( 1 )
52 .8(2)  01-05s  3 ,26(L)
67 .2(2)  o1-04d 3 .26( l \
78 .3(3)  <O-o>X 2 .90
9 7 . 6 ( 3 )
78 .4(2)
67 .4(2 ' )
e 7 . 0 ( 3 )
55 .5( r . )
5 6 . 6 ( 2 \
7 4 . 5

119.2(5)  o1b-o2f  2 .74(L)
l l s .3 (4)  01b-04s  2 .743(9)
101.0(8)  01b-05€ 2 .so7(9)
100.9(8)  o2 f -o4s  2 .50(1)
115.5(5)  o2 f -ose  2 .74(L)
104.6(4)  o4g-05e 2 .62(L ' )
109.4  <0-0>s l  2 ,64

109.0(1 .1)  o3Ai . -o4h 2 ,48(L)
L23.2(L .3)  03Aa-04h 2 .54(2)
102.5(1 .0)  o4h-o5h 2 .62(2)
100.7(1 .1)  o3At -o5h 2 .35(2)
11s .6(1 .1)  03Aa-05h 2 ,45(L)
103-6(9) 03At-03A4 2.332(5\
109.1  <O-O>B 2 .46

11S.2(1 .3)  o3B-o4h 2 .44(2)
97 .1( r .0 )  O3BJ-o4h 2 .32(2)
102.5(1 .0)  O4h-o5h 2 .62(2)
127.0(1 .2)  o3B-o5h 2 .56(2)
104.5(1 .1)  o3BJ-o5h 2 .4s(1)
1!U-!11-D o3B-o3BJ 2.327(8\
108.7 <O-0>8 2.45

0.41184(6)
0 .4167(3)

-0.1104(18)
0 .1416(13)
0.s340(14)

-0 .0037(20)
0 .0543(2s)
0 .6571(12)
0 .8493(12)

-0 .00016(7)
0.0001(4)
0.0005(24)

-0 .3961(12)
0.3949(72)
0 .0562(20)

-0 .0012(24)
-0.1945(12)
0 .1936(11)

0
-0 .5008(19)
0 .0060(25)

-0.0042(9)
0 .0038(9)

-0 .7825(16)
0.1194(20)
0.0214(10)

-o.o242(LL>

42(7)
26(7)
163(34)
85(20)
86(2L)

"62<25)'62(25)

57 (L9)
62(20)

o1-X-03Aa
01-x-o3B
0L-x-04
o1-x-o1b
01-x-o4al
02-X-O3Aa
o2-x-03b
02 -x-05
02 -x-02c
02-X-05e
03Aa-X-0lb
o3Aa-X-04d
o3Aa-X-O5E
o3B-X-02C
o3B-X-04d
O3B-x-05s
04-x-05
04-x-01b
04-X-02c
04-x-04d
05-x-oLb
05-x-o2c
o5 -X-05e
01-x-O5s
02-x-04d
<0-x-0>

olb-si-02f
01b-S1-O4g
olb-st-05€
02f-Sl-o4g
02f-St-05e
o4g-s 1-05e
<0-st-0>

o3A1-B-04h
03Aa-B-04h
04h-B-o5h
03A1-B-05h
03Aa- D- 05h
0lAl-B-o3Aa
<o-B-o>

o3B-B-04h
o3BJ -B-O4h
o4h-B-o5h
038-B-O5h
o3BJ -B-osh
03B-8-O3BJ
<o-B-o>

x
s1
B
0L
02
o3A
03B
u
05

x
s1

01
02
03a
038
q
05

50(2) 40(2t 33(1) 20(1)
31(e) 40(8) 9(6) 20(8)
41(36) 174(4) 333(51) 97(36)
Lt4(28) 72(25' 5r(22) 33(23)
149(30) 58(2a) 5t(22) 50(23)
84(36) 53(31) 28(22) 28(26)
84(36) 63(31) 28(22) 28(26'
60(24' 49(23' 56(24) 22(20'
15(21') 29(22' 78(25) 24(22'

-2(r)  -2(r ' )
0 ( 8 )  - 4 ( 6 )
L32(4Ot 209(41)

-LL<22' -17(19)
-1(22) -23(L9)
L1(27) r9(27t
17<27, L9(27)

-13(20) 18(20)
36(22) 39(2Ot

'1t, - Urr*10'

' mn-Fdtttv6 &ftatia
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TABLE 7. BOND.VAI,ENCE' ANALYSIS FoR SIILLIIEI'IIB

01 02 03A* 03Br 04 05 t

x1 0 .54
0.34

0 . 2 9  3 , 0 9
0 . 2 0

0 . 9 3  4 . L 2

o , 7 2  2 , 9 7

0 , 2 9
0 . 2 1

0 . 9 5

0.74

0 . 5 4  0 . 1 9  0 . 1 5
0 . 3 4

L . L 2

0 . 3 3  0 . 4 6
0 . 4 9  0 . 2 3

s t

B

2 . O O  2 . O O  1 . 0 1  0 . 8 4  2 . I 9  2 . L 4

' Bond-valencs par@et€ls floE Bloh (1981).
r The bond-vaLsnco paleet€le fo! the 03A ed 038

altos adjutod fo! thElr paltlal occupdcles.
3 lbo bond-val€nce pa!@€t€!s for the X slto ate

e 4olage gf the C€ ed Ia pa!@eiels calculated
Glag th6 nlcroprobe tlste to detealne r€latlve
@o6cs.

DFscRmoN oF Tm SrRUsr.lRE

Boron is coordinated by four atoms of oxygen in a
tetrahedral arrangement. This is somewhat disguised in
Table 5 because the positional disorder ofthe 03 oxygen
results in six bond distances (rather than the normal
four). However, O3A and O3B cannot be occupied
simultaneously, and any local conftguranon involves
only four ofthese six positions. Irt us consider the local
configuration in which O3Ai is occupied. In this case,
the O3B position cannot be occupied. For the O3Aa and
O3Bj positions (Iable 5), there is no resulting restric-
tion; either could be occupied. However, if the O3Aa
position is occupied, the local mean- bondlength (to
O3Ai, O3Aa O4b and O5h) is 1.485 A, the same as tfie
grand mean distance. Similarly, the local mean bond-
length if O3B is occupied also is 1.485 A, whereas the
alternative possible configurations involve a difference
of 0.025 A in the mean tetrahedral bond-length, with no
obvious explanation for this. Consequently, it seems
reasonable that the local configurations involve either
both O3A atoms (in Table-5) or both O3B atoms. The
mean distances of 1.485 A are in line with observed
mean talB-O distances in other stnrctures, and with tfe
sums of the relevant ionic radii (1.38 + 0.11 = 1.49 A;
Shannon 1976).

The (BO) tetrahedra polymerize by sharing corners
to form a helical chain extending along the z axis (Fig.
2). The periphery of the chain is decorated by (SiOa)
tetrahedra that share two corners with adjacent (BOo)
tetrahedra and have two Ofreei! vertices. The resultant
[BSiO5] chain is the fundamental building block of the
structure that is repeated by the lattice translations to
form a hexagonal columnar anay (Fig. 3). Linkage
between [BSiO5] chains is provided by the interstitial
REEs. The latter are coordinated by nine oxygea atoms,
the bond lengths rang^ing from 2.397 to 2.738 A, with a
mean value of 2.569 A (Table 5), and the occupancy is
dominatedby Ce and La, with minorNd, Pr andTh.

After this manuscript had gone through the review

Frc. 2. A polyhedral representation of the crystal structure of
stillwellite projected along [100]; @Oa) tetrahedra are
denoted by + symbols, (SiO) tetrahedra by cross-harching,
and the X position, by hatched circles.

process, Callegari et al. (1992) published a refinement
of stillwellite from the same locality. The numerical
results of the two studies are very similar, although the
details of the refinement procedure (specifically the
handling of the twinning and domain structure) are
somewhat different. However" the discussions of the
domain structure and twinning are equivalent, and do
suggest the presence of a phase transition as discussed
below.

A PnopossD PHAsE-TRANsnoN IN STILLwELLITE

An intriguing result of this refinement is the ex-
tremely prominent splitting of the 03 position (Fig. l);
an explanation of this is required. The structure of
stillwellite was originally solved in the space group P3r
(Voronkov & Pyatenko 1967), and was successfully
refined here with the same symmetry. However, inspec-
tion of Figure 3 shows that the structure is approximately
compatible with 2-fold axes alone [100], [010] and [1 10]
and passing through the (BO) tetrahedra. This addi-
tional pseudosymmetry also is apparent in the atomic
coordinates of Table 3 and the bond lengths of Table 5.
The strucfure of stillwellite is approximately compatible
with P3121 symmetry, and ideal coordinates are given
in Table 8. However, refinement of the structure in this
$pace goup results in a physically unrealistic structure,
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Ftc. 3. A polyhedral represenktion ofthe crystal structure ofstillwellite down [001]; legend
as in Figure 2.

t 5 l

with the 02 displacement parameter l0 times greater
than expected.

It seems reasonable to propose that stillwellite has
P3121 symmetry at higher temperatures; the small
amount of deviation from this symmetry suggests that
stillwellite crystallizes in the space group P3,21 and
inverts to P31 on cooling. According to the classification
of Aizu (1969), this is a ferroic transition. Inspection of
the tables of Stokes & Haich (1988) shows this to be a
pure fenoelectric transition, characterized by the onset
of spontaneous dielectric polarization components. The
origin of the 03 atomic positional disorder is now
apparent. The transition involves a loss ofthe 2-fold axis

lABl,E 8. A!O!!IC COORDINATES FOR p3121 ?rhSE OF
(REE)BSt0r

along the,v axis, and this allows the O3-O3 edge of the
(BO) polyhedron to move away from the vertical. This
involves a tilting of the (BOa) tetrahedron, which can
occur upward or downward with regard to the z axis.
Both possibilities occur, giving rise to the disordered 03
anion (if averaged over the whole crystal). There are two
possibilities in this regard: (i) the tilting is totally
disordered over the whole crystal; (ii) the tiltings are
cooperative over considerable volumes, giving rise to a
domain structure in the crystal; in view of the size of the
displacement, the latter seems more likely.
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